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Pastijn [17] showed that every semigroup may be embedded in a bisimple 
idempotent-generated semigroup. This resolves in the negative the conjecture 
of Eberhart, Williams, and Kinch [4] that a simple idempotent-generated semi- 
group is completely simple and suggests a study of the structure of bisimple 
idempotent-generated semigroups which are not completely simple. In this 
paper we introduce and analyse the structure of a semigroup which is a basic 
building block for bisimple non-completely simple idempotent-generated 
semigroups. This semigroup is fundamental (in the sense of Munn [13] and 
Nambooripad [15]) and has a biordered set of idempotents which can be 
described as a “spiral” biordered set: It is idempotent-generated, generated by 
four idempotents and can be described as a rectangular band of four semigroups, 
three of which are isomorphic to the bicyclic semigroup and one of which is a 
union of a bicyclic semigroup and an infinite cyclic semigroup. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume familiarity with the notation and terminology of Clifford and 
Preston [3] throughout this paper; in addition we denote the set of inverses a’ 
of an element a in a regular semigroup by V(a). We refer to a semigroup S as an 
IG-semigroup if S is generated by idempotents. Problems concerning IG- 
semigroups have received attention from a number of authors recently (see for 
example, the papers [I, 2, 4, 5-9, 17, IS]). F or additional references on the 
idempotent-generated part of various endomorphism semigroups, we refer the 
reader to [20]. We are particularly concerned with bisimple IG-semigroups and 
in particular with bisimple IG-semigroups which are not completely simple: 
there is a large class of such semigroups, as Pastijn’s embedding theorem [17] 
shows. 
If e and f are two idempotents of a semigroup S then by an E-chain linking e 
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and f we mean a sequence e = e, , e, , ea ,..., e, = f of idempotents ei of S such 
that e,(P u W) ei+l for each i = O,..., n - 1: the length of the E-chain 
e = e,, , e, ,..., eR = f is defined to be n (the number of links in the chain). The 
distance between e and f (d(e, f)) is the length of a shortest E-chain linking e and 
f. We say that a biordered set (E, CJ, cJ, T) (in the sense of Nambooripad [l& 
161) is connected if for all e, f E E there is at least one E-chain linking e and f. 
THEOREM 1 .l. A biordered set E is connected $f E is biorder isomorphic to the 
biordered set of idempotents of some bisimple IG-semigroup. 
Remark. The first half of this theorem follows from [4, Lemma 2.21. We 
include a brief proof for completeness. 
Proof. Suppose first that S is a bisimple IG-semigroup with biordered set E 
idempotents, let e, f E E, a E R, n L, , a’ E V(a) n L, n rZ, and let a’ = e, ... e, 
for some e, E E. We use the methods developed by Fin-Gerald [5] and Hall [7], 
Lemma 1) to construct an E-chain linking e and f. Set a, = f, a, = e, a, = 
eiG1 ... e, a e, ... e, for i = l,..., n - 1 and ai = ei ... e, a e, ... ei for i = l,..., n. 
One then checks that ai , ai E E for i = 0 ,..., n, j = l,..., n, that ai 9 a; for 
i = l,..., n and a, W &I for i = O,..., n - 1 (and in addition that a’ = a;ai **. a:,). 
Thus 
e=u ’ / n, 4, a,-, , a,_1 ,-, a,, a,, ’ u,==f 
is an E-chain linking e andf, and E is connected. One may dually construct an 
E-chain e = b, , b; , b, , bi ,..., b I LP1 , b; , b, = f linking e and f with b, 9 b;,, for 
i = 0 ,..., k - 1 and b; 9 bi for i = l,..., k. 
Suppose conversely that E is a connected biordered set. By Nambooripad’s 
results [15] there is a fundamental regular semigroup S whose biordered set Es 
of idempotents is biorder isomorphic to E. S must be bisimple since E is con- 
nected. Let T = (Es), the idempotent-generated part of S: from the corollary 
Fitz-Gerald’s theorem [5], T is regular, and ET = E, so T is bisimple. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
A bisimple IG-semigroup which is not completely simple must contain a pair 
of idempotents e and f with f w e and f # e (i.e., f < e in the natural order). By 
Theorem 1.1 there must be an E-chain linking e and f and we now determine 
a minimum bound on the length of such an E-chain. 
THEOREM 1.2. If S is a bisimple IG-semigroup and e, f are idempotents of S 
for which e > f, then d(e, f) 3 4. If . zn a bisimple semigroup S there are two 
idempotents e and f such that e > f and d(e, f) = 4, then S must contain a set 
E4 = {ei , fi , gi , hi / i = 0, 1, 2,...) of distinct idempotents which have thefollowing 
properties: 
WI ei > %+I , fi > fi+l 7 gi > gi+l 7 hi > hi+l (for i = 0, 1, 2,...) and in 
addition, either 
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(S2) e, 9 fi , fi LYgi , gi B hi and hi 9 ei+l for i = 0, 1, 2,... OY (dually) 
(S2)’ e,~fi,fi~g,,gi~hiaudhi~ei+lfoYi=O, 1,2,... . 
Proof. Suppose S is bisimple IG and e > f for some idempotents e, f of S, 
i.e., ef = fe = f and e ff. Clearly e and f are not g-related or g-related, so 
d(e,f)>2. If 3g=g2 in S with egg andgLZ’f thenf=ef=(ge)f= 
g(ef) = gf = g, contradicting d(e, f) > 2, and similarly there is no g = g2 in 
S with e 9g and g 9?f: thus d(e,f) > 3. Suppose 3 g = g2, h = h2 in S with 
e 9g, g 9 h and h 9f. Then one easily checks that (fg)2 = fg, fg B h and 
g 3 fg but d(g, fg) < 2. Dually there are no elements g = g2, h = h2 in S with 
e 9g, g 9? h and h 58 f, so d(e, f) 2 4 as required. 
Suppose now that 3 e2 : e, f 2 = f in S with e > f and d(e, f) = 4. There is 
an E-chain e = e, , f. , g, , h, , f of length 4 with either (1) e, 9 f. 9 g, 93 h, .9 f 
or dually (2) e, 9 f. 96' go 9 h, .L%! f. W e assume (1) and check that there is a set 
E., of idempotents of S which satisfy (Sl) and (S2). One define the idempotents 
ei , fi , gi , and hi inductively as follows: 
%+I - e&i , fi+l = ei+,fi T gi+1 =gifi+l9 
hi+1 = gi+lhi for i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
It is then easy to check that the elements e, , fi , gi , and hi (for i = 0, 1, 2,...) 
are idempotents which satisfy (Sl) and (S2). The fact that they are distinct 
follows from the first part of this theorem (for example, if fi = e, then f. > e, 
and d(f, , e,) = 3). If we assume (2) we generate (in a dual fashion) a set E4 
which satisfies (Sl) and (S2)‘. 
Remark 1.3. For the remainder of the paper we shall regard E4 as a set of 
distinct idempotents satisfying (Sl) and (S2): dual statements and results 
will of course apply if (S2)’ is satisfied but we shall not explicitly provide these 
results here. The set E4 may be visualized by means of a “spiral” diagram 
(Diagram 1). In this diagram, elements in the same row are g-related, elements 
in the same column are T-related, and the order proceeds down the four 
diagonals (away from the center). 
Remark 1.4. Conditions (Sl) and (S2) induce a biorder structure (in the 
sense of Nambooripad [15]) on E, . The relations wT and wz are defined (for 
i = 0, 1, 2,...) by 
wr(ei) = wr(fi) = {ej 1 j > i} U {fj / j > i}, 
w’(hJ = w’(gJ = {hj ij 3 i} u {gj ij > i}, 
4fi) = J(gi) = {fi Ii > 4 U {gj Ii > 4, 
wL(hi) = wt(eihl) = {hi j j > i} u (ej / j > i + l}, 
and 
wz(eo) = (e,} U w’(eJ. 
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DIAGRAM 1 
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The principal ideal m(q) is {ej / j 2 ;} and similarly for w(fJ, w(gJ, w(hJ. The 
F- and &mappings are read off from Diagram 1; thus for i = 0, 1,2,... and 
j 3 i, 
and 
4fi): ej , fi +fj , 
T'( gi) : h 7 gj ++ gj P 
Tz(gi): fj > gj ++ &Ti t 
3ei+d: 4 , ei+l ++ eifl , 
+%): hi , ej+l I+ ei+l for j > 0. 
That (I&, CJ, w7, T) is a biordered set may be verified either indirectly, by 
showing that there is some regular semigroup Sp, whose biordered set of 
idempotents is E, (as we shall do in the next section), or directly, by verifying 
Nambooripad’s axioms (Bl)-(BS) and their duals. We shall not do this here but 
we briefly describe how to determine the sandwich sets of a pair u, z’ of elements 
of E, . Notice that W’(U) n J(V) is a principal ideal: S(u, v) is the singleton 
set {w} where w is the generator for this principal ideal. Thus, for example, 
S(h, , fi) = (e2}. The sandwich sets may easily be read off Diagram 1. The 
“jump” as we proceed around the spiral across the principal ideal w(e,,) neces- 
sitates the consideration of a large number of cases to write down a formula 
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for S(u, V) and we shall not list all these cases here. We refer to the set E4 as the 
four-spiral (or to the biordered set (I&, W+ , WI, T) as the four-spiral biordered 
set). 
2. STRUCTURE OF THE FUNDAMENTAL FOUR-SPIRAL SEMIGROUP 
In this section we construct and study the structure of a fundamental regular 
semigroup Sp, whose biordered set of idempotents is biorder isomorphic to the 
four-spiral biordered set E4 introduced above. This semigroup is generated by 
four idempotents and is the only fundamental regular semigroup whose bior- 
dered set is isomorphic to E4 . One way of proceeding is to construct the semi- 
group TE, by the method of Nambooripad [lSj; we choose instead to con- 
struct Sp, as a semigroup generated by four elements subject to a number of 
relations. . 
Let X = {a, 6, c, d}, let p,, = {( a, 4, (h W, Cc, c2), (4 d2), (a, W (by ab), 
(b, bc), (c, cb), (c, dc), (d, cd), (d, da)}, let p be the congruence generated by p0 
on the free semigroup Pr and let Sp, = grip. Then Sp, is the semigroup 
generated by X subject to the 11 relations obtained by expressing the binary 
products of g- or g-related elements of the four-element rectangular band B, 
below with the product a = ad omitted. 
a b 
B4 -~ 
!I 
d c 
DIAGRAM 2 
Two elements w, z of $r are p-equivalent if and only if w can be obtained 
from ,a by a finite sequence of elementary PO-transitions (see [3, p. 191. Let 
Pl = PO LJ POlU Lx. We call an elementary PO-transition uxz’ + uy~ where 
x p1 y (i) trivial if x = y, (ii) an expansion if (x, y) E p. and (iii) a contraction if 
(x, y) E pi’. An element w ~9~ is called reduced if w contains no subword 
which is a second component of an element of p. . 
The only two-letter subwords of a reduced word are thus ac, ca, bd, db, and 
ad. The reduced words of 5X can therefore be explicitly listed; we list them in 
the five sets A, B, C, D, and E below: 
A = {a(ca)n, (bd)“+l, a(ca)n (db)” d 1 n, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
B = {b(db)n, (ac)n+l, a(ca)n (db)lll+l 1 n, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... >, 
C = {c(ac)n, (db)“+l, (ca)n+l (db)m+l j n, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
D = (d(bd)%, (ca)“+l (db)” d 1 n, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... 1, 
E = {(ca)% 1 n = 1, 2, 3 ,... }. 
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(Note that with n, m = 0 we see that a, ad E A, b, adb E B, c, cudb E C and 
d, cud E D.) We chose to list the reduced words in this fashion because the sets 
ApQ, Bpb, Cpb, Dpq, and EpQ play a basic role in the structure of $5,. We aim to 
show first that no two reduced words are p-equivalent. Clearly any word in gX 
is p-equivalent to a reduced word. 
LEMMA 2.1, No two reduced words which are in dz#erent subsets A, B, C, and 
D u E are p-equivalent. 
Proof. Consider the representation 4: FX -+ B, (the four-element rectangular 
band of Diagram 2) which is induced by the maps a t-t a, b w b, c i--t c, and 
d F+ d from X to B, . Since pO C Ker 4 it follows (by [3, Theorem 1.291) that 
p C Ker (b and hence that + factors through Fx/p; i.e., there is a homomorphism 
4: .&/p++ B, such that pQ$ = $. Since A$ = {a}, Bcj = {b}, C$ = {c}, and 
(D u E)+ = {dJ it follows that Ap b, Bph, Cph, and (D u E) pQ are all distinct 
as required. 
LEMMA 2.2. If w E .& is p-equivalent to a, then the lust letter of w is a. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false. Then among all words which are p-equi- 
valent to a but fail to end in a there is a word w which can be obtained from a 
by a sequence of (non-trivial) elementary p,,-transitions of minimal length n, say 
u=c,-+c,--t...--tc,=w.Sincec,_, ends in a but w does not, c,_~ -+ c, = w 
is a contraction of the form w’du + w’d. We claim that c,-~ = w’duk for k = 
1, 2,..., n. Assume the claim is true for k = 1,2 ,..., j < n. Then c,-~ = w’daj. 
If &-j-l ---f c,-j is an expansion, then either (i) c,-~-~ = w’duj-l or (ii) c,-~-~ = 
udui for some u E FX. But then j - 1 or j contractions of da produce a word 
with last letter d, contradicting the minimality of n. If cndjel ---f c,-~ is a con- 
traction then either (i) c,+-~ = vdaj for some v E sX or (ii) C,-i-l = w’duifl. 
Since (i) again contradicts the minimality of n we conclude that (ii) holds, 
proving the claim. But the claim implies a = w’dan. This contradiction estab- 
lishes the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. No two reduced words are p-equivalent. 
Proof. It remains to show that no word in D is p-equivalent to a word in E 
and that distinct words in the same subset (A, B, C, D, or E) cannot be p-equiva- 
lent. Consider first the words a, bd, ucu E A. Note that (bd) (ucu) p a, 
(bd) a p a(bd) p bd, (ucu) a p u(acu) p uca, (ucu) (bd) p ad, and (a, ad) 4 p by 
Lemma 2.2. Hence (by [3, Lemma 1.311) the subsemigroup ((bd) pQ, (acu) pb) of 
Sx/p is isomorphic to the bicyclic semigroup; this subsemigroup is Ape and so 
no two reduced words in A are p-equivalent. We apply similar arguments to the 
subsets B, C, and D. Since (b, udb) $ p ( or else a p bu p udbu p ad) we see as 
above that no two words in B are p-equivalent and that Bpb is isomorphic to 
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the bicyclic semigroup. Again, (c, c&b) $p (or else 6 p adb) and similarly 
(d, cad&) 6 p, so by arguments similar to those used above we have Cp”, DpQ 
both isomorphic to the bicyclic semigroup and no two distinct words of C or D 
are p-equivalent. If (~a)~ p (ca)j then the elements a(c a(ca)j of A are p-equiva- 
lent and hence i = j: thus distinct words in E are not p-equivalent and Eph is 
isomorphic to the infinite cyclic semigroup. Finally if an element of E were 
p-equivalent to an element of D, then left multiplication by u would yield 
distinct elements of A which are p-equivalent, contradicting what we have 
already established. 
In view of this lemma the mapping p b: 9X 4 Sp, =sx/p maps Px onto Sp, 
and maps A, B, C, D and E onto mutually disjoint subsemigroups ApQ,..., Epb of 
@Jp, so we shall identify Sp, with A u B u C u D u E. From the proofs of 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 we have the following theorem as an almost immediate 
corollary. 
THEOREM 2.4. The semigroup Sp, g &/p is un IG-semigroup isomorphic 
to a rectangular band of four semigroups A, B, C and D u E where A, B, C and D 
are bicyclic semigroups, E is injinite cyclic and the subsemigroup D u E is nonregular. 
The rectangular band structure of Sp, is pictured in diagram 3 below. 
DIAGRAM 3 
We now determine the idempotents and the Green’s relations on Sp, . 
LEMMA 2.5. The set of idempotents of Sp, is {a, , b, , c, , d,, / n = 0, 1, 2 ,... > 
where 
a, = a, a n+l = u(cu)” (db)” d, b, = b, b,+I = u(cu)” (db)“+l, 
c, = c, c n+l = (~a)"+1 (db)“+l, d,, = d and d,, = (cu)~+~ (db)n+l d 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof. Notice that A is the bicyclic semigroup with identity a and generators 
bd, uca where (bd) (mu) = a, and one may think of B, C and D in a similar 
fashion. It is then easy to check that the sets of idempotents of A, B, C and D 
are 
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EA = {an / n = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, EB = (b, 1 n = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
EC = {c, ( n = 0, 1, 2,...} and ED = {d, 1 n = 0, 1, 2 ,... }, 
respectively. The result follows since E has no idempotents. 
LEMMA 2.6. In the semigroup Sp, we have the following relations (for 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,... ): a 5%’ b, U(M)” 9X’ (a~)~, b 9 c, b(db)” 9’ (db)“, c W ca 9? d, 
c(uc)n W (ca)“+l9 (~a)~ d, (~a)~ 9 a, d 3 bd and d(bd)” 9 (bd)“+l. The Green’s 
9? and 3’ relations on Sp, are determined by the relations listed above and the 
Green’s 9 and 3 relations on the bicyclic subsemigroups A, B, C, and D. 
Proof. This is simply a matter of verifying the list of relations given above: 
for example (~a)~ 2 a since (bd)” (~a)~ -= a and (ca)” (bd)n = d,-, for n = 
1 ) 2, 3). . . ) and one checks the other relations in a similar fashion. We already 
know the Green’s relations on A, B, C, and D from the isomorphisms with the 
bicyclic semigroup. The idempotents of A form an w-chain (in the sense of 
Reilly [19]), so two elements of A which are B-related [P-related] in Sp, must 
be g-related [T-related] in A, since comparable idempotents must lie in 
different B-classes [P-classes]. Similar arguments apply to B, C, and D. 
As a corollary of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. The semigroup Sp, is a bisimple, fundamental (in fact combi- 
natorial) regular IG-semigroup and the four-spiral (E4 , wT, J, T) is a biordered 
set isomorphic to the biordered set of idempotents of Sp, . 
Proof. That Sp, is bisimple and combinatorial (and hence fundamental) 
follows from Lemma 2.6. Regularity of Sp, is also immediate since every 
element of E is g-related to an idempotent. The bijection 0: a, w e, , b, w fn , 
c, ++ g, , d, i--t h, (n = 0, 1,2,...) from the idempotents of Sp, onto E4 naturally 
induces a biorder structure on E, which coincides with the structure (E4 , WI, 
J, T) induced by (Sl) and (S2). 
Remark 2.8. It is of interest to determine the structure mappings (in the 
sense of Meakin [I 1, 121 and Nambooripad [16]) of Sp, . For idempotents e, 
f E Sp, the structure mappings $e,f: R, --f R, and #e.f: L, --, L, (for f (wr u w”) e) 
are defined by 
x94,, =fx and YvLf =Yf YxER,, ygL,. 
The structure mappings may be used to express all products in Sp, as products 
in the trace (see [l 1, Eq. (2)]). Each g- c ass 1 of Sp, and each g-class of Sp, 
except L, contains two idempotents: one checks that if R, > R, then the two 
structure mappings from R, to R, coincide and a similar statement applies to 
the structure mappings between P-classes. In addition, if x E R,( n Laj and 
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n > 0 then x$,~.~~+,, = x~,~,~~+~ I and one observes similar connections between 
the + and #-mappings restricted to B, C, D, and E. In Diagram 4 we depict 
Sp, by an “egg-box” picture [3, p. 481; in this picture, elements in the same 
row are %-related, elements in the same column are y-related, the idempotents 
are circled, double lines indicate the boundaries of the subsemigroups A, B, C, 
* 2 
a(ca)“(dblmd . . . 
(ca)s(db)md . . . (caJsd 
J 
D C 
i 
DIAGRAM 4 
D and E and the order on the idempotents proceeds down the four diagonals 
in the direction of the arrows. The structure mappings map elements in the 
directions indicated by the arrows parallel to the diagonals. 
We aim to show that Sp, is isomorphic to the semigroup T, developed by 
Nambooripad [15]. It will be helpful to first represent Sp, h a somewhat 
different form as a semigroup generated by three elements. Let Y = {p, q, r} 
and let 7. = {(P, Pqf4 (P, Pq), (4, qpq), (4, Pq”h (r, r2>, (P, PYP), (r7 YPY>, (Pqy, 
qpr)}, and let 7 be the congruence on Pr generated by 7. so that F~/T is the 
semigroup generated by Y subject to the relations in 7. . 
THEOREM 2.9. The spiral semigroup Sp, is isomorphic to 9$/r. 
Proof. Define a homomorphism $: TX -+ Fr/r by 
4: a ++ (Pq) +, ZJ ++ (PY) TQ, Cti YT’, d t-+ (Yp) 7’. 
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Then u pa v in FX implies UC#I = v+, so + factors through gX/p, i.e., there is a 
homomorphism$: 9$/p -+ &/T such that $ = p%$. Similarly the homomorphism 
#: 9r ---f gx/p defined by 
*: P t-t (bd) pb, 4-(@fq, rk+cp: 
factors through 9$/r, i.e., there is a homomorphism $: .?Z$/T -+ 9Jp such that 
t,b = T”$. Now (p~~)@=(p~)c$=(bd)~~~=(bd)+=(b~)(d~)=(pr) T”(YP)~= 
~79 and also (CJT~) $4 = QTQ, (r~2) $4 = ~76. Hence @ is the identity map on 
fly/T; similarly $$ is the identity map on sx/p, so FY/r s Fx/p = Sp, . 
THEOREM 2.10. The spiral semigroup Sp, is isomorphic to Nambooripad’s 
semigroup TE, corresponding to the four-spiral biordered set (E, , CO+‘, WI  T). 
Proof. Recall that from Nambooripad’s construction [15] of TE4 , TE4 
consists of u-equivalence classes of principal ideal isomorphisms of E4 . For any 
idempotents e, f E E4 we see that there is a unique principal ideal isomorphism 
from w(e) onto w(f ): we denote the u-class of this principal ideal isomorphism 
by (e, f). From Nambooripad’s definition of the equivalence u one easily checks 
that the distinct elements of TE, are the elements 
kl> 4, (b,, b,), (cm, 4, (4 , 44, (A,4 I m, n = 0, 1,2,...). 
(For example, (d, , b,) = (d, , c,) = (c~, b,) = (cgz , cm).) The elements 
Pl = @II > a,), or = (a, , a,) and rl = (c,, , c,,) generate T,,; in fact one checks 
from Nambooripad’s definition of the product in TE, that 
(a0 Y 4 = Pl% > bn , 4 = 41mPln (m, n not both zero), 
(L Y bn) = QlmPlnPlrl > (cm ,4 = rlqlmPlnPlr, , 
(d, j4J = wlmpln~l , (4 ,G> = (rlplql)n+l forn = 0, 1,2 ,... , 
The homomorphisms from TE, to gy/T and from 9$/~ - TE, induced by the 
maps c$:p,+p~~, qlMqTq, rlt+rrq and t,!r:p~~~p,, qTqCtql, rTqHY1, 
respectively, are mutually inverse homomorphisms between TE and $&IT. 
Thus TE, z &/T z Sp, . 
4 
COROLLARY 2.11. The four-spiral semigroup Sp, is the only fundamental 
regular semigroup (up to isomorphism) whose biordered set of idempotents is iso- 
morphic to the four-spiral biordered set (E4 , wv, wl, T). 
Proof. Let S be a fundamental regular semigroup whose biordered set of 
idempotents is isomorphic to the four-spiral biordered set. By Nambooripad’s 
theorem [15] there is an isomorphism from S onto a full regular subsemigroup of 
481/54/'-Z 
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T El . Thus by Theorem 2.10 there is an isomorphism $ from S onto a full 
regular subsemigroup T of Sp, . Since T contains E4 it contains the generators 
a, b, c, d for Sp, and hence T = Sp, . 
Remark 2.12. We now have several different methods for computing pro- 
ducts in Sp,: 
(a) by multiplying reduced words in 9X according to the rules dictated 
by ~0; 
(b) by multiplying reduced words in Fr according to the rules dictated 
by ~0; 
(c) by means of the structure mappings on Sp, in accordance with Eq. (2) 
of [ 111; the structure mappings are determined from Diagram 4 and the sand- 
wich sets from Diagram 1; 
(d) from Nambooripad’s form [15] of the multiplication in TE, , again 
by using Diagram 1. 
Remark 2.13. The subsemigroup D v E of Sp, is a non-regular union of a 
bicyclic semigroup (D) and a infinite cyclic semigroup (E). It may be described 
as the semigroup freely generated by the elements E, p, 4, x subject to the rela- 
tions E = ~a, up = p = p,, Eq = q = qc, pq = E (bicyclic relations) and XE = q, 
cx = x and px = E. 
3. HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES OF Sp, 
In this section we determine all the homomorphic images of the semigroup 
Sp, . The maximum rectangular band of groups homomorphic image is a rectan- 
gular band of four copies of the group of integers and plays an important role in 
understanding the structure of Sp, . We use the same notation for Sp, = Fx/p 
and the subsemigroups A, B, C, D, and E as in Section 2. We also denote by 
4 the mapping 6: Sp, --+ B, of Lemma 2.1; the equivalence classes of the con- 
gruence $ .4-i on Sp, are of course the subsets A, B, C, and D u E of Sp, . 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 0 be a homomorphism from Sp, onto T and suppose that there 
are elements u, v in Sp, with u0 = v0 but u& # v$. Then there are elements 
u’ # v”I in Sp, with u’$ = ~'4 and u’0 = v’8. 
Proof. Since u0 = vB implies (au) 0 = (av) 0 and (ua) 0 = (va) 0 we may 
assume that u E A and v E B or D u E. Suppose that v E B and consider the 
elements ua, vu E A. If ua # vu we are done (since (uu)$ = (va)$), so suppose 
that ua = va. (From the list of reduced words we see that [u, v] has one of the 
forms [a, d], [a(cu)n, (uc)~], [(bd)n, b(db)*], [Us (db)n” d, Us (db)“+l]. But 
then ud # vd and ud, vd E A, so that (ud)$ = (vd)&. A similar argument may 
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be used in the case where v E D u E (premultiply by a and by b instead of 
postmultiplying a and by d). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 0 be a homomorphism from Sp, onto T. If a0 # (ad) 0 then 0 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose that u0 = v0 for some u # v in Sp, . By Lemma 3.1 we may 
assume u$ = v$. If u # v and u, v E B, then ua # va and ua, va E A. Similarly 
u, v E C implies bu # bv and bu, bv E B while u, v E D v E implies bu # bv 
and bu, bv E A. Thus we may assume that u, v E A. By [3, Corollary I.321 we 
know that A0 is isomorphic to either the bicyclic semigroup (in which case B JA 
is (1, 1)) or to a cyclic group, in which case a0 = (ad) 0. Thus if a0 # (ad) 0 we 
must have 0 IA is (1, 1) and hence u = v. Thus 0 is a bijection and hence an 
isomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 be a homomorphism from Sp, onto T. If ai = (ad) 6’ then T 
is a rectangular band of groups. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the proof of Lemma 3.2 we see easily that AB, 
BB, CB, and DO are groups. Also de = (cadbd) 8, so (ca) 8 = (dca) 0 = 
(cadbdca) 0 = (cad) 0, and hence (ca)n 0 = (cad)” 0, from which it follows that 
(D v E) 0 = D6’ is also a group. Hence T = (Sp,) B is a rectangular band of 
groups. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let v,, be the relation I+, = {(a, ad)} v p,, on X, let v be the 
congruence on .FX generated by v,, and let C be the congruence on Sp, generated by the 
relation V,, = {(a, ad)} on Sp, . Then the semigroup FX/v g Sp,lC is isomorphic to 
the maximum rectangular band of groups homomorphic image of Sp, . 
Proof. It is obvious that &,/v E Sp,l-. - v. v is the minimum rectangular band 
of groups congruence on Sp, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
We now provide an alternative description of the maximum rectangular 
band of groups homomorphic image of Sp, . Let Z denote the additive group 
on integers and B, the four-element rectangular band of diagram 2. Denote by 
R, the groupoid R, = (2 x B, , *) with binary operation * defined by 
(n, u) x (m, v) = (n + m, uv) if uv = u or v 
=(n+m- l,uv) if uv # u, v and u, v E {a, c} 
=(n+m+ 1,uv) if uv # u, v and u, v E {b, d}. 
One easily checks that * is an associative operation, so that R, is a semigroup 
which is clearly a rectangular band of four copies of 2. 
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THEOREM 3.5. The maximum rectangular band of groups homomorphic image 
of Sp, is isomorphic to the semigroup R, . 
Proof. Let 0 be the homomorphism from Sp, to R4 induced by the mapping 
8: {a, b, c, d} + R, defined by 
8: a H (0, a), b ++ (0, b), c t+ (0, c), d i--t (0, d): 
0 is onto since ((0, u) j u E B4) generates R4 . Since a0 = (ad) 0 it follows (again 
by [3, Theorem 1.291) that fi c Ker(t9) and that 0 factors through Spa/C, i.e., 
38: Sp&i + R, such that 0 = ;@: t? is onto since l3 is onto. We check that 0 
is (I, 1) by restricting 0 to the maximal subgroups of Sp&. If we restrict 0 to the 
bicyclic subsemigroup A of Sp, we see that 0 maps the group A = Afib onto 
the subgroup 2, = {(n, a) 1 n E Z> of R, . Since 2, g 2, since the maximum 
group homomorphic image of the bicyclic semigroup is Z [3, Corollary I.321 and 
since e IA = (P IA) (8 1~) we see that 0 1~ is an isomorphism, and hence 0 1~ is 
is (1, 1). Similar arguments show that 0 Ig, 8 1~ and 0 In = 0 [m are (1, 1) and 
the result follows since Z, , Z, , Z, , and Z, are mutually disjoint. 
Remark. Results 3.2-3.5 may also be proved slightly more economically 
by using Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 of [18]; the proof which we have included is 
self-contained and more direct. 
We denote by Z, the group of integers modulo n and by R,,, the semigroup 
(Z, x B, , *) with multiplication * defined as before except that the sums in the 
first component of (n, u) * (m, s) are to be taken modulo n. We then have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. If T is a homomorphic image of Sp, then T is isomorphic to 
one of the semigroups Sp, , R, , R,,, ( f or n > 0), R, (the two-element right zero 
semigroup), L, (the two-element left zero semigroup) or 1 (the trivial group). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, either T g Sp, or T is a rectangular band 
of groups and in the latter case T is a homomorphic image of R, . Let 0 be a 
homomorphism from R4 onto T which is not an isomorphism. If (0, a) 0 = 
(0, b) B then (0, d) e = (0, d) e(0, u) 8 = (0, d) e(0, b) 0 = (1, c) 0, so (0, c) 0 = 
(0, d) e(0, c) 0 = (1, C) t9(0, c) 0 = (1, c) 0 and it follows that Z,e is trivial and 
hence that ZJ?, Z&, and Z,B are trivial, and thus TEL, or T s 1. Similarly, 
(0, a) 8 = (0, d) e implies T g R, or T z 1, and (0, a) 0 = (0, c) 8 implies 
T g 1. So suppose that (0, a) 0, (0, b) 8, (0, c) 0 and (0, d) B are all distinct; 
in this case Z,e z Z, for some n > 0 and one easily checks that Z,S, Z,e, and 
Z,B are all isomorphic to Z, and that T E R,,, . 
COROLLARY 3.7. The maximum group homomorphic image of Sp, is trivial. 
Proof. This follows from the theorem or from the obvious fact that the 
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maximum group homomorphic image of any idempotent-generated semigroup 
is trivial. 
We now show how the semigroup R, may be used to provide an alternative 
description of Sp, , somewhat analogous to McAlister’s construction [IO] of 
P-semigroups. Notice that two elements X, y of Sp, are equal iff xch = yr76 and 
x W y (or x 9~). Thus elements of Sp, may be “coordinatized” by ordered 
pairs [ j, r] where j E 2~ (the non-positive integers) and y E R, . Let 
S = {[j, (n, 41 I u E ia, b, c, 4, nEZ,jEZ-,j<n}u{[n,(n- l,d)](nEZ-} 
with multiplication defined by 
Li (% 41 . P, cm> VII = [j A (fi + k + E>, (n, 4 * (w 41 
where p A 4 (for p, 4 E Z) denotes the minimum of p and 4, and 
E = -1 if u = a and VE{C, d} 
=+I if u = d and VE{U, b} 
=o otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.8. The set S with binary operation . dejned above is a semigroup 
isomorphic to Sp, . 
Proof. With respect to the natural partial ordering on 9?-classes, the set of 
&?-classes of each of the subsemigroups A, B, C, and D u E forms an w-chain 
(a chain isomorphic to the non-positive integers) which we denote by Z-. Define 
a mapping #: Sp,lB + Z- by 
4: R (ac)“a +-n and RCeajn+l ---f -n for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Let 8: Sp, --+ R, be the homomorphism of Theorem 3.5 and define a map 
$: Sp, --+ S by x4 = [R& ~01 V x E Sp, . This map + is (1, 1) since 8 is (1, 1) 
when restricted to W-classes of Sp4; in fact x0 = ye iff one of (x, y} is an image 
of the other under an appropriate structure mapping. It is easy to check that + 
is onto and routine (though tedious) to verify (by listing cases) that + is a homo- 
morphism. 
4. THE EMBEDDING QUESTION 
The semigroup Sp, may be used to generate many other examples of 
bisimple IG-semigroups which are not completely simple, and we shall take up 
this question in a later paper. All such semigroups which we have constructed 
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contain a copy of Sp, , and in the present section we discuss the question of 
embedding SP, in bisimple IG-semigroups which are not completely simple. 
We begin with some notational remarks: If (E, wr, cJ, 7) is a biordered set and 
if 4: U--f T is a bijection from a subset U of E onto a set T, then for 
K E {We, cJ, 93, 9, UJ} and for e, f E T we shall write e K f if e$-l K f+-l in E. We 
denote the natural numbers by N, the integers mod n by Z, , and the lexico- 
graphic order on N x Z, by <; thus for (p, i), (q,j) EN x Z, , (p, i) < (q,j) 
iffeitherp<qorp=pandi<j.If(g,j) covers (p, i) in this lexicographic 
order we write (p, i) < (a, j). If (p, i) < (4, j) we denote by [(p, i), (a, j)] 
the sequence (P, i>, (P, i + I),..., (P, n - I), (P f 1, O),..., (P + 1, 12 - l),..., 
(4, O),..., @,j) of elements in the interval between (p, i) and (~,j), and by 
l[(p, i), (a,j)] the length of this sequence (i.e, the number of links in the chain). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let S,, be a countable subset of the connected biordered 
set (E, wr, J, T) of idempotents of a regular semigroup 5’. We say that S, 
is an n-spiral subset of E if n is the smallest positive integer such that there is a 
bijection 4: S, >++ N x Z, such that for (p, i), (q, j) E N x 2, , 
(Snl) (p, i) w (~,j) iff i =j and p > 4; 
(Sn2) if (p, i) < (4, j) then Z[( p, i), (q, j)] is the length of a shortest 
E-chain with elements in S, linking ( p, i)$-l with (4, i)$-1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S, be an n-spiral subset of the connected biordered set E. 
Then 
(a) S, is connected; 
(b) if (P, i) < (CL j) < (r, k) then either (P, i> W (4, j) 2 (r, k) 0~ 
(P, 0 2 (4, j) 9 (I, k); 
Cc) if (P, i) LJ? u 9 (4, j) then eithey (P, i> = (4, j) or (P, i) < (q, j) or 
(sj) < (P, 9; 
(d) if (p, i) < (q, j) < (r, k) and (p, i) = a,, al ,..., a, = (r, k) is an 
E-chain in S,, then (q, j) E {a, , a, ,. .., a,}; 
(e) if e, f E S,, and e w f the-n d(e, f) = 0 (mod n); 
(f) for each e E S, , w(e) n S, is an w-chain; 
(8) n 2 4; 
(h) n is even. 
Proof. Properties (Snl) and (Sn2) immediately imply that (a), (e) and (f) are 
satisfied. Suppose that (p, i) < (4, j) < (Y, k): then by (Sn2), d[(p, i), (q, j)] = 
d[(q, j), (r, k)] = 1 but d[(p, i), (r, k)] = 2, and so (b) is satisfied. Again, if 
(p, i) W u 3 (4, j) then d[(p, i), (4, j)] < 1 and so (c) follows by (Sn2). Suppose 
now that (p, i) < (a, j) < (Y, k) and that (p, i) = a,, , a, ,..., a, = (I, k) is an 
E-chain in S,, linking (p, i) and (Y, k). Since ui W u 9 ai+l for i = O,..., t - 1 
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we see by (c) that either a, < ai+i or ai+i < ai . Result (d) follows by the 
linearity of the lexicographic order: If N is the largest integer such that uN < 
(4, i) th en a,,, = (q, j). From (Snl), (Sn2), the connectedness of E, and Theo- 
rems 1.1 and 1.2 it follows that n > 4. To prove (h) we suppose conversely that n 
is odd: let n = 2k + 1 and consider the E-chain (0, 0), (0, 1) ,..., (0,2k), (1, 0), 
(1, 1) of length 2k + 2. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
(0,O) 92 (0, 1) 9 (0,2) 9? ... 9 (0,2k) 8 (LO) 9 (1, 1). Now (LO) w (0,O) so 
(1, 0) wp (0, 1) in E. Also (1, 1) w (0, I), so (1, 0) ~1 (0, 1) in E. Hence (1,O) w 
(0, 1); since this contradicts (Snl) we conclude that n must be even. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let S be a bisimple IG-semigroup which is not completely 
simple and assume that w(e) is a chain for each idempotent e of S. Then E(S) con- 
tains an n-spiral subset S, for some n. 
Proof. Since S is not completely simple there are idempotents e, f c S with 
e w f and e ff. Since S is bisimple and idempotent-generated, E(S) is a con- 
nected biordered set by Theorem 1.1, so there is an E-chain connecting e and f. 
Let e and f be two idempotents of S for which e w f, e f f and d(e, f) < d(g, h) 
for all g, h E E(S) with g w h and g # h. Let d(e, f) = n and let f = (0, 0), (0, l), 
(0, 2) ,..., (0, n - l), (1,0) = e b e a minimal E-chain connecting e and f. By an 
argument similar to that provided in the proof of Proposition 4.2 ((g) and (h)) we 
easily see that n is even and n > 4. We may assume that (0, 0) W (0, 1) 9 
(0, 2) 9 ... 92 (0, n - 1) 2 (1, 0), since the other case is dual. Define idem- 
potents (q, j) of S (for q E N and j E 2,) inductively as follows: 
(p + 1, 2i + 1) = (p + 1,2i) (p, 2i + 1) ( 
n-2 
pEN,O<i<--Z--); 
(p+ 1,2i+2)=@,2i+2)(p+ I,%+ 1) ( 
n-4 
ptN,O<i<--Z_); 
(P+2,O)=(P+ l,O)(P+ l,n- 1) (P E W 
We aim to show that S, = {(q, j) / q E N, j E 2,) satisfies (Snl) and (Sn2). One 
easily sees that (p + 1, i) w (p, i) f or all PEN, iE2, and that (p,n- 1)Z 
(p + 1,0) and (p, 2i) W (p, 2i + 1) 9 (p, 2i + 2) forp E Nand 0 < 2i < n - 2, 
so that [(p, i), (q, j)] is an E-chain linking (p, i) and (q, j) for each (p, i), (q, j) E 
N x 2, . By the minimality of n it follows that d[(p, i), (p, j)] = ( i -j 1 for 
p E N, i, j E 2, . Suppose now that (p, i) W U 5? (q, j) with (p, i) < (q, j) and 
that (q, j) does not cover (p, i). Since distinct W- or p-related idempotents of 5’ 
cannot be w-related it follows that if i = j then p = q, so suppose i #j. Now 
(q, j) w (p, j) and d[(p,j), (q,j)] = 1 i -j 1 + 1 < n, so by the minimality of n, 
Ii-j] =n- 1. Thus either i=O and j=n- 1 orj=O and i=n- 1. 
If i=O andj=n- 1, then we have (p,O)Wu9(q,n- l)Z(q+ 1,0) 
and so d[(p, 0), (q + 1, 0)] < 2; but (q + 1,O) w (p, 0) and this contradicts 
Theorem 1.2. If i=n- 1 andj=O, then q>p+2 and (p,n- 1)Wu 
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2 (a, 0) 2 (q - 1, n - 1); again, 4(P, n - I), (4 - 1, n - l)] < 2, 
(q - 1, n - 1) w (p, n - 1) and p # q - 1 and this contradicts Theorem 1.2. 
The contradiction forces that if (p, i), (q,j) EN x 2, and (p, z) W u 2 (q,j), 
then either (P, i) = (qJ) or (P, i> < (q,j) or (cd) < (P, i). Now let (p, i> < (q, j) 
(with (P, 9, (q,j) EN x Z,) and suppose that (p, ;) = a,, , a, ,..., a, = (q, j) 
is an E-chain in S, linking (p, i) and (q, j). Then by the above it follows that for 
each i = O,..., t - 1, ai < %+1 , or a,+i < a,; By the argument given in the 
proof of Proposition 4.2(d) it follows that t 3 I[($, i), (q, j)] and hence 
(Sn2) is satisfied. 
Assume now that (q, j) w (p, i) f or SOme (P, i), (4, j) EN x Z, . If (4, j) < 
(p, i), then we have (q, j) w (p, z) w (q, i) and so by the minimality of n, i = j and 
also (q, j) = (p, i): If (p, i) < (q, j) then either (q, j) w (q, i) or (q, i) w (q, j) since 
w(p, i) is a chain, and this again contradicts the minimality of n unless i = j. 
This establishes (Snl) and hence the theorem. 
Remark 4.4. From the proof of Theorem 4.3 it follows that any bisimple 
IG-semigroup which is not completely simple contains a subset S, satisfying 
(Sn2). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (E, wr, wl, r) be a connected biordered set which contains 
an n-spiral subset S, which is an ideal of the poset (E, w). Then n = 4 and 
(%I > UT, wl, T) is a biordered set biorder isomorphic to E4 . 
Proof. We use the notation N x 2, already established for S, . Let 
t E S((0, 0), (0, 3)). Then there are elements a,, a, E E such that a, 9 t 9 u3 
and a, w (0, 0), a3 w (0, 3). Since S, is an ideal of (E, w), a, = (p, 0) and a, = 
(q, 3) for some p, q E N by (Snl). N ow d(a, , a3) < 2: if a, < ua then d(( p, 0), 
(q + 1,O)) < n - I which contradicts the minimality of n (in the definition of 
S,), so we must have a3 < a, ; but then d(a, , a,) = Z[(q, 3), ( p, 0)] = 2 forces 
n = 4 and p = q + 1. It is then routine to check that S, = S, is biorder 
isomorphic to E4 . 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let S be a bisimple IG semigroup whose biordered set of 
idempotents contains an n-spiral biordered subset. Then S contains a copy of Sp, 
us a subsemigroup. 
Proof. Let S, be an n-spiral biordered subset of E(S). By the results of 
Nambooripad [15], there is a semigroup T whose biordered set of idempotents 
is (biorder isomorphic to) S, . Since S, is clearly an ideal of (S, , W) it follows 
by Theorem 4.5 that n = 4 and that S, = S, is biorder isomorphic to E4: 
the subsemigroup of S generated by the elements ((0, i) 1 i = 0, 1, 2, 3) is 
isomorphic to Sp, . 
COROLLARY 4.7. Any bisimple IG-semigroup S in which w(e) is an w-chain 
for each e E E, contains a copy of Sp, us a subsemigroup. 
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Proof. We modify the proof of Theorem 4.3 slightly. Choose idempotents e 
and f in S for which e covers f in the natural partial order and d(e, f) is minimal 
with respect to this property (i.e., if g covers h in the natural partial order then 
d(e,f) < d(g, h)). Let f = (0, 0), (0, 1) ,..., (0, n - I), (1,O) = e be a minimal 
E-chain connecting e and f. We use the fact that if u, v E Es and u W ZI [or u 9 v] 
then the mapping TT(U): w(v) - w(u), x --f ~u[T”(u): W(V) + W(U), x + ox] is an 
w-isomorphism. One then sees (as in the proof of Theorem 4.3) that n is even. 
Define idempotents (q,j) of S inductively for q E N and j E 2, exactly as in the 
proof of Theorem 4.3. Put {t} = S((0, 0), (0, 1)); then (p, 0) 5? t .B (q,2); 
p = q is impossible by the minimality of n; but then (p, 2), (p, l), (p, 0), t, (q,2) 
or (4, Oh (4, 11, (4,2), t, (P, 0) is an E-chain of length 4 linking comparable 
elements. 
Remark 4.8. Examples of bisimple IG-semigroups for which w(e) is an 
w-chain for any e E Es abound: see [17] for examples of a countably infinite set 
of pairwise non-isomorphic such semigroups. 
Remark 4.9. The theorems and corollaries of this section provide some 
insight into how one might try to construct bisimple IG semigroups which 
are not completely simple and which do not contain a copy of Sp,: we have not 
yet found any examples. 
We close the paper by showing that if X is an infinite set, then the idempotent- 
generated part of the full transformation semigroup Fx contains many copies 
of Sp, . We assume familiarity with the results of [3, Sect. 2.21. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let (Y and p be W-related idempotents of the full transformation 
semigroup TX; then the restrictions of ol and /3 to Xp\Xti and Xol\X/3, respectively, 
are mutually inverse one-to-one mappings. 
Proof. Let x E X/?\Xq since X/I = {z E X 1 ~$3 = a} and X\Xol = 
{x~XI~ol#2}wehavexol#xandxp=x.Since(~~~in~~wehaveoIB=B 
and thus x@ = x/3 = x. Since XI@ # XU, and WXfi = {a E X / $3 # z} we 
have xol E Xol\X/3. Similarly, for any y E Xol\Xp, we have y/3 E Xfl\Xo, and 
y/3a = ya = y. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.11. An idempotent 01 of the full transformation semigroup TX 
belongs to a 4-spiral subsemigroup of Fx (a subsemigroup isomorphic to Sp, OY its 
dual) if and only if (x\X~l) 01 is injinite. 
Proof. Assume first that ol belongs to a four-spiral subsemigroup o{ TX. 
Then Fx contains distinct idempotents 01, j3, y, 6 such that either (1) 01 W t?l .Z’ 
yW6andL8<L,or(2)olZj3.%‘yY8andR,<R,. 
We deal first with case 1: 01 B /3 2 y g 6 and L, < L, . Since X6 C Xoc and 
Xp = Xy we have Xp\Xa C Xy\XG and XS\Xy C Xa\X/3; by Lemma 4.10 we 
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have / Xp\Xa 1 = 1 XOL\X/~ 1 and 1 XS\Xy 1 = j Xy\XS 1 , and it follows that 
I xp\xol I = I xy\xs 1 = 1 xs\xy 1 = 1 xa\xp 1 . 
Suppose that (X\Xol) a: is finite; then since Xol\X/? = (Xp\Xa) 01 C (Xx0() o1 it 
follows that Xol\Xj3 is also finite. In this case X/3\Xa, XS\Xy, Xy\XS must be 
finite and consequently Xa\Xol = Xy\XS, XS\Xy = Xol\X/?. We now show that 
this leads to a contradiction. Note first that Xol n Xp # $ (or else XO~ = Xa\Xjj 
and XS = XS\Xy, so X6 = XOL, contradicting& <L,). Let ,z be any element of 
Xol n Xt?: xS E Xol since X6 C Xoc and z E Xy since X/I = Xy. Suppose that 
zS#z:thenifxS~X~,zS~XolnX~=XolnXyandsoxS.S-1=zy.y-l 
contains the two elements z, xS of Xy, contradicting the fact that y is an idem- 
potent; on the other hand, if A 6 X/3, then xS E Xol\Xa, so that x = z&y E 
(Xol\Xp) y = (XS\Xy) y = Xy\XS = Xp\Xol, contradicting z E XO~. We con- 
clude that .zS = z for any z E XO~ n X/3. It follows that XO~ = (Xa\X/3) u 
(Xa n X!3) = (XS\Xy) u (X0. n X/I) = (Xy\XS) S u (Xti n X/3) 6, and con- 
sequently Xa C X6; this is impossible since X6 C Xor. We conclude that 
(4x0~) ol must be infinite. 
We deal now with case 2: ol5? /3 .%? y 9 6 and R, < Rm . In this case X6 = Xy 
and XO~ = Xj?, and consequently Xa\XS = X/I\Xy. By Lemma 4.10 we have 
I XS\Xa 1 = I Xy\Xp / = 1 X/I\Xy 1 = 1 Xa\XS j . Let z be any element of 
XS\Xol (such an element z exists by Theorem 1.2 or else 6 w 01 and d(S, a) = 3): 
then xol E (X\Xa) 01, ZS = x and since R, < R, we have ~016 = zS = z. We 
conclude that 01 is a one-to-one mapping of XS\Xa onto a subset of (X\,Xa) 01. 
Consequently I Xa\XS 1 = [ XS\Xol j < \(X\Xa) 011 . We now show that the 
assumption that (X\Xol) d is finite leads to a contradiction. In this case I Xa\XS I 
must be finite and thus I(Xol\XS) S ( must also be finite: since I((X\Xol)\XS) 6 I < 
I(X\Xa) 6 I = I(X\Xa) 016 1 < j(X\Xa) o( I , we have that /((X\Xa)\XS) 6 I must 
be finite; but then I(X\XS) 6 1 must be finite since both I(Xa\XS) 6 / and 
I((XXo()\XS) 6 I are finite. But since Sa, /IS,, and /3&y are idempotents such that 
6 %! Sol 9 @SOI W j?Say and LBGav <L, , we have that [(XXS) 6 I is infinite by 
the proof of case 1, and the resulting contradiction forces us to conclude that 
(x\Xo() OL must be infinite. 
We now suppose conversely that (X\X OL (Y is infinite and proceed to construct ) 
a four-spiral which contains 01. For any x E X\Xol we choose an element f in 
(X\Xor) n X(O( . a-l) in such a way that x = 7 if x, y E X\Xa and x01 = yc~. 
Clearly ]{P I X\Xa}/ = i(X\Xa) LY I and since this is infinite, it is possible to 
define a mapping $: (X\Xa) 01+ {Z I x E x\Xa} which is onto but not one-to- 
one. For any x E X\Xa we choose a representative x’ in 51+-l (so that the map 
3-t E is a left inverse of I,!J). We then define /3, y and 6 as follows: 
xp = f 
xq3 = f 
for all x E X\Xo(; 
for all x E x\Xol; 
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xp = x 
Xy=X 
xay = xaafb 
xy = x 
x8 = x= 
x8 = x* 
x6 = x 
for all x E Xol\(X\x~) a; 
for all x E x\Xol; 
for all x E X\Xor; 
for all x E Xol\(X\Xol) CU; 
for all x E X\Xol; 
for all x E (X\X0l) a; 
for all x E Xol\(X\Xol) 01. 
It is routine to check that (Y, 5?, y, and S are idempotents such that (Y W /3 9 y 9 6 
and L, <L,; they generate a copy of Sp, . This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
We denote by 8X the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents of the full 
transformation semigroup on the set X (see [8] for a description of gx). 
THEOREM 4.12. A B-class of 8X contains a copy of the bicyclic semigroup ;f 
and only if it contains a copy of Sp, . 
Proof. Let D be a g-class of b, which contains a copy of the bicyclic 
semigroup and let 01 be any idempotent of D. Then there are idempotents CQ 
(i = 0, 1,2,...) such that a = OL,, > 01~ > (Ye > ... > (Y~ > oli+i ..* . (Here we 
are using < for the natural partial order w on E(D).) It follows that Xol = 
xd,3xa,3~~~3xxoc~~~~, and thus Xa is infinite. Since 6X is idempotent- 
generated there is some integer n (n 3 4 by Theorem 1.2) and idempotents 
pn such that ~=BoaB1~...Bi-1~;“Bi~iBi+l...6P~~=~~. If 
;; &;;;pf or some i with 0 < i < n - 1, then 1 Xj3i\X/3i+, 1 = ] X/3i+r\X/3i ] by 
Lemma 4.10, and consequently 1 X\X/?( / = 1 X\X/$+, 1 . If pi 9 pi-r then 
x/36 = X&i, and consequently 1 XjXpi 1 = 1 X\X&r 1 . Thus 1 X\Xa I = 
1 X\Xol, I . Since X\Xa C x\Xoli we conclude that X\Xa is infinite. If 
1 Xol I < I X\Xol I , we define a map y E b, such that (X\Xa) y = XOL and 
+=xforallxEXol.Tf]XolI >lX\X 01 ]we define a map y E &r such that y 
is a one-to-one mapping of x\Xol into Xol and xy = x V x E Xol. In both cases y 
is an idempotent of &‘x such that y 3’ 01, and (x\Xy) y is infinite: y then belongs 
to a four-spiral which is contained in D. 
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